T HE investigations included in this paper deal with the genetic results obtained with a cross of bean varieties in which reaction to an alfalfa mosaic virus and stringiness were studied. It has been shown by Zaumeyer and Wade (5) 3 that varieties of beans may be designated as resistant or susceptible to an alfalfa mosaic virus, which was later designated as alfalfa virus x (7)-Various genetic studies of stringiness have been completed in which simple and more complicated explanations have been used. A single factor difference with stringless dominant over stringy was found by Emerson (2) and by Wellensiek (5), while a segregation the 172 of x5 stringless to ~ stringy was found by Prakken (4). On the other hand, there was some evidence for the dominance of stringiness over stringlessness found by Currence (~), Emerson (2), and Joosten (3). Currence (x) reported two types of stringiness, one in which stringiness was due to two dominant complementary genes, and the other in which an incompletely dominant gene for stringlessness was accompanied by an inhibiting factor. Joosten (3) distinguished ten classes of stringiness.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
The crosses involved were of pure lines of Corbett Refugee designated as Mosaic Resistant Refugee Rogue and of Idaho No. I Mosaic-Resistant Great Northern. The F~ of these crosses was very prolific so that all F2 seed used came from two plants; the A strain, in which the Mosaic Resistant Refugee Rogue was used as the female parent; and the B strain, in which Idaho No. I Mosaic Resistant Great Northern was used as the female parent. In order to simplify the designations, these parents are hereafter referred to as Refugee Rogue and Great Northern.
The Refugee Rogue strain used is resistant to alfalfa mosaic virus I under conditions prevailing during the tests at Charleston, S. C., and is stringless. Under the same conditions the strain of Great Northern used is susceptible to the virus and is stringy.
The virus used was taken originally from alfalfa, inoculated to peas (Pisum sativum L. vat. Laxton Progress), then to petunia (Petunia hybrida Vilm.) Inoculations in the spring were made from a mixture of about 5% expressed juice from alfaifa and 950"/0 from peas, but inoculations in the fall were made from a mixture of about 5 % expressed jnice from alfalfa, 15 % from peas, and 8o % from petunia.
The Fx from these crosses were not inoculated with alfalfa mosaic virus and notes were not made on stringiness.
The P~ and parents were planted at Charleston, S. C., in the spring of 1938 and inoculated on the seventh day after emergence.
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